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QUESTIONS
Before continuing with this tutorial, try to answer the following questions. The answers can be found
at the end of the article, together with an explanation.
1.

Which of the following is most reliable in assessment of residual neuromuscular blockade?
a. Train of four ratio < 0.7
b. Train of four ratio < 0.9
c. Clinical signs
d. Patient symptoms

2.

When monitoring the adductor pollicis muscle, which statements are correct?
a. The thenar branch of the median nerve is being stimulated
b. The positive (red/white) electrode should be placed proximally on the forearm
c. It is more accurate to use tactile than visual assessment for twitches and fade
d. Assessment using this muscle correlates well with diaphragmatic function

3.

Select true or false for these statements
a. Long-acting neuromuscular blockers are relatively low risk for residual
neuromuscular blockade
b. For safest results, neostigmine should be given at all train of four ratios
c. Sugammadex offers additional, but limited, benefits in reversal of neuromuscular
blockade
d. Residual neuromuscular blockade is an uncommon problem of minor consequence

	
  
	
  
DEFINTION AND CONTEXT
Residual neuromuscular blockade can be defined by inadequate neuromuscular recovery as measured
by objective neuromuscular monitoring. It is also referred to as residual paralysis, residual
curarisation, and residual neuromuscular block. More specifically, recent opinion suggests a definition
of inadequate train of four recovery of less than 0.9 (TOF <0.9)1.
The train of four method of peripheral nerve stimulation was introduced in the 1970s. The use of a
threshold ratio of 0.7 was derived from several studies aiming to establish the concept of “acceptable
recovery”. This ratio was derived from certain clinical signs and subjective neuromuscular monitoring
including the ability of patients to open their eyes widely, cough, protrude their tongue, attain vital
capacity breaths of 15-20 mL/kg, and sustain tetanic stimulation without fade for 5 seconds1.
With advances in monitoring and continued studies, a TOF <0.9 is now considered as residual
neuromuscular blockade. This more stringent ratio was arrived at after several studies demonstrated an
increased risk of aspiration and pharyngeal dysfunction at TOF <0.9, and impaired inspiratory flow and
partial airway obstruction at TOF <0.81.
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It should be noted that there is a large variability between patients. Some patients may display obvious
muscle weakness despite a TOF>0.9, whilst complete clinical recovery of muscle strength can be
observed in others with a TOF<0.9. Importantly, distressing symptoms in awake patients may be
observed even at subtle levels of neuromuscular block of TOF >0.91.
On a practical level, the concept of adequate neuromuscular recovery is intended as the return to a
basline muscular function, particularly the ability to breathe normally, maintain a patent airway, and
retain protective airway reflexes.

	
  
	
  
INCIDENCE
It has been difficult to prove the association of residual neuromuscular blockade with significant
morbidity and mortality. This is largely due to the relatively low incidence of major adverse outcomes
after anaesthesia and surgery. There are also a limited number of randomized controlled trials
concerning this topic, and inadequate numbers of well designed cohort studies. There are many
variables in clinical practice that will influence residual neuromuscular blockade, which has led to a
heterogenous pool of evidence.
However, current estimates are that around 40% of post-operative patients (who have been paralised)
arrive in PACU with TOF <0.9, and 12% with TOF <0.73. This is in comparison to estimates in the
1970s, where around 45% of patients arrived with TOF <0.75. Based on studies examining morbidity
from residual blockade, a rough estimate of 1-3% of these patients would be expected to develop
clinically aparent events1. Considering the large percentage of patients estimated to have residual
blockade, it could be easily inferred that most patients tolerate residual block of modest depth without
untoward results. However, there exists a small proportion of patients, particularly those with existing
limited physiological reserve where residual neuromuscular blockade has serious consequences.

ADVERSE EFFECTS OF RESIDUAL NEUROMUSCULAR BLOCKADE
The following tables detail the implications of residual neuromuscular blockade (these are more
illustrative than exhaustive)1.
Table 1: Physiological changes
Upper	
  airway	
  pharyngeal	
  
and	
  oesophageal	
  muscles	
  
Impaired	
  muscle	
  tone	
  and	
  
coordination	
  

Laryngeal	
  muscles	
  
Respiratory	
  muscles	
  

Increased	
  risk	
  of	
  aspiration	
  
Increased	
  risk	
  of	
  airway	
  obstruction	
  
Increased	
  risk	
  of	
  aspiration	
  
Impaired	
  phonation	
  	
  
Impaired	
  cough	
  
Impaired	
  ventilation	
  and	
  oxygenation	
  

Impaired	
  function	
  of	
  other	
  muscles	
  throughout	
  the	
  body	
  

Table 2: Clinical implications

Symptoms	
  and	
  signs	
  of	
  muscle	
  weakness	
  

Immediate	
  critical	
  respiratory	
  events	
  in	
  PACU	
  
Later	
  respiratory	
  events	
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Difficulty	
  breathing	
  
Generalised	
  weakness	
  
Difficulty	
  speaking	
  
Visual	
  disturbances	
  
Patient	
  distress	
  
Post-‐operative	
  hypoxaemia	
  
Upper	
  airway	
  obstruction	
  
Prolonged	
  ventilator	
  weaning	
  
Post-‐operative	
  pulmonary	
  complications	
  
(eg.	
  atelectasis,	
  pneumonia)	
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INVESTIGATIONS
The ideal test of neuromuscular recovery would not require an awake, cooperative patient and would
be easily applied, reliable and inexpensive.
Clinical criteria for evaluating adequacy of muscle function include: assessment of a patient’s ability to
maintain adequate head lift, jaw clench, grip strength, and tidal volume. These are unreliable
predictors of neuromuscular recovery. For example, it is possible to maintain a 5 second head lift with
TOF <0.52. In addition, many of these tests are not specific for respiratory function. The table below
describes the diagnostic value of 2 common clinical tests2.
Table 3: Diagnostic attributes of clinical tests of neuromuscular recovery
Positive	
  
	
  
Sensitivity	
  
Specificity	
  
predictive	
  value	
  
Inability	
  to	
  lift	
  head	
  for	
  5	
  
0.19	
  
0.88	
  
0.51	
  
seconds	
  
Inability	
  to	
  perform	
  	
  
sustained	
  hand	
  grip	
  for	
  5	
  
0.18	
  
0.89	
  
0.51	
  
seconds	
  

Negative	
  
predictive	
  value	
  
0.64	
  
0.63	
  

Train-of-four neuromuscular monitoring is commonly conducted with a subjective measurement, either
as a simple train of four count (TOFC) or train of four ratio (TOF). The latter refers to when there is
already a TOFC of 4, and subsequent assessment is made for fade in T4 compared to T1. Tactile
evaluation (movement of patient’s thumb against the observer’s fingers) is more accurate than visual
assessment2. However, neither are reliable in detecting fade (37% versus 57% in one study6), and the
majority of evaluators are unable to detect fade when TOF ratios > 0.47.
Double Burst Stimulation (DBS) is another method of neuromuscular monitoring, but is also
commonly measured in a subjective manner.. This improves detection of fade to up to 0.6 – which is
significant, but doesn’t eliminate the incidence and degree of residual neuromuscular blockade8.
Objective measurement of neuromuscular monitoring is the only way of accurately assessing residual
neuromuscular blockade. In general, it is conducted via quantitative measurement of the strength of
contraction of a peripheral muscle (eg. adductor pollicis muscle in thumb) in response to peripheral
nerve stimulation (eg. ulnar nerve at wrist) produced by 2 stimulating electrodes. Each measurement
technique measures the force of contraction, either directly or by a factor that is proportional to force.
Table 4: Different types of objective neuromuscular monitoring devices
(photos courtesy of Dr Sorin J Brull, MD, and Dr Thomas M Hemmerling, MD.)
DEVICE	
  

NOTES	
  
Force	
  
transducer	
  

Electrodes	
  	
  

	
  

Mechanomyography	
  (MMG)	
  
	
  
Sensor:	
  Force	
  transducer	
  
	
  
Measures:	
  Force	
  of	
  contraction	
  
	
  
Widely	
  considered	
  gold	
  standard	
  
Rarely	
  used	
  clinically	
  because	
  of	
  elaborate	
  setup	
  and	
  bulk	
  of	
  
equipment	
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Part II: Residual Neuromuscular Block

Electromyography	
  (EMG)	
  
	
  
Sensor:	
  Electrodes	
  
	
  
Measures:	
  Amplitude	
  of	
  compound	
  muscle	
  action	
  potential	
  
	
  
Affected	
  by	
  electocautery	
  
	
   Considered	
  as	
  gold	
  standard	
  by	
  some	
  experts	
  
Figure 2. Example of electromyograph (EMG). The various electrodes
can monitor different hand muscles—the abductor pollicis brevis
(APB), the abductor digiti quinti (ADQ), or the most frequently
monitored hand muscle, the adductor pollicis (AP), can be used to
record the EMG signal in response to ulnar nerve stimulation. In
addition to the muscle electrodes, 2 additional electrodes are
needed: the reference and ground electrodes.

evoked responses. The force of contraction is converted to an electrical signal and the amplitude of the
signal is recorded on an interfaced pressure monitor;
because the amplitude of the electrical signal is proportional to the strength of the muscle contraction,
measurement of the TOF ratio will yield results that
are precise and reproducible. Until the mid-1990s,
MMG was used in the majority of clinical studies
involving NMBDs and has been considered the
“gold standard” method of assessing evoked responses. Because of the relatively elaborate set up
and bulk of the equipment, today MMG is used less
frequently in the clinical research setting and almost
never clinically.
• EMG also has been used relatively rarely in the
clinical setting because of the set up required (5
electrodes) and the expensive equipment that is necessary (Fig. 2). EMG measures the electrical activity
(compound muscle action potential) of the stimulated
muscle. The EMG response may be calculated by the
peak amplitude of the signal (either peak-to-baseline
or peak-to-peak amplitude) or by the total area under
the EMG curve. The quality of the EMG signal can be
affected adversely by a number of variables in the
operating room (such as electrocautery), limiting the
clinical utility of EMG monitoring, especially when a
processed EMG monitor (such as the Datex Relaxograph, Datex Instrumentarium, Finland) was used.
However, EMG responses are very consistent over
time, and some experts think that the EMG should be
considered the gold standard for neuromuscular
REVIEW ARTICLE
monitoring because it is not subject to changes in the
force of myofibril contractility (i.e., the “staircase
effect”).44
• KMG relies on 2 stimulating electrodes usually placed
along the ulnar nerve at the wrist and a piezoelectric
polymer sensor that is placed in the groove between

	
  

Figure 3. Example of kinetomyograph (KMG). The polymer sensor
that detects the bending movement of the thumb is placed in the
groove between the index finger and thumb, and the thumb adduction in response to ulnar nerve stimulation is recorded on the
interfaced monitor.

Kinemyography	
  (KMG)	
  
	
  
Sensor:	
  
Pand
iezoelectric	
  
psensor
olymer	
  
sensor	
  in	
  groove	
  between	
  thumb	
  
the thumb
the index finger; the
detects the
of movement (bending) that is produced by
and	
  degree
i
ndex	
  
f
inger	
  
the thumb in response to electrical stimulation of the
nerve (Neuromuscular Transmission Module,
	
   ulnar
E-NMT; GE Healthcare, Helsinki, Finland) (Fig. 3).
When the thumb contracts and bends the piezoelectric
Measures:	
  
Movement	
  of	
  muscle	
  (which	
  generates	
  voltage	
  in	
  
sensor, the degree of movement is sensed, and it is
converted into electrical signals that are proportional
sensor)	
  
to the force of thumb contraction. Much like MMG,
can yield signals that can be measured and that
	
   KMG
can give an indication of the degree of neuromuscular
	
  Less	
  
block.
Unlike MMG, however,
KMG may
be less
reproducible	
  
results	
  
than	
  
EMG	
  
45

reproducible because it may be affected by the variable positioning of the sensor on the hand, and some
experts do not consider this method to be a reliable
clinical monitor.46
• PMG relies on recording of the sounds that a muscle
contraction evokes. A special high-fidelity and
narrow-bandwidth microphone is placed alongside
the monitored muscle, and the sounds from the isometric muscle contractions can be recorded; the sound
intensity is proportional to the force of contraction.
Studies have documented a high degree of agreement
among PMG, MMG, and KMG for determination of
recovery of neuromuscular function in the clinical
setting.41,47 However, this technology is not used
clinically, and its future development is uncertain.
• AMG calculates muscle activity using a miniature
piezoelectric transducer attached to the stimulated
muscle (Fig. 4). Acceleration of the muscle generates a
voltage in the piezoelectric crystal that is proportional
to the force of contraction (based on Newton’s second
law, force ! mass " acceleration, or F ! m " A). AMG
monitors are small, portable, and relatively easy to use
in the perioperative setting. In contrast, MMG and
30 minutes
of PACU
admission,
fewer
AMG-monitored
EMG were
developed
primarily
for research
purposes
patients
adverse
respiratoryavailable.
events (hypoxemic
anddeveloped
are no longer
commercially
The most
episodes and upper airway obstruction). Of interest, the
widely available AMG device is the TOF-Watch!
total dosing of NMBDs was unaffected by AMG monitoring in any of the 3 studies. However, the time from end of
surgery until tracheal extubation was prolonged by 2 to 5
www.anesthesia-analgesia.org
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minutes in all of the AMG group patients.
Available evidence suggests that use of AMG monitoring intraoperatively reduces residual neuromuscular blockade, signs of muscle weakness, and adverse respiratory
events after tracheal extubation.51–53 However, there are
important limitations to the devices that are currently
available commercially: TOF-Watch, TOF-Watch S, TOFWatch SX, and Infinity Trident NMT SmartPod (Dräger
Medical AG & Co., Lübeck, Germany). Control (baseline)
TOF ratios obtained before administration of NMBDs usually exceed 1.0 (typically, TOF # 1.15 with a range of
0.95–1.30, compared with an MMG-derived TOF value of
0.98).54,55 Therefore, results obtained by AMG may differ
significantly from those obtained by MMG or EMG. Bias
among these methods can be reduced by referring all
AMG-derived TOF values to baseline measurements (“normalization”).49,50 If the control TOF ratio is, for instance,
1.20, a TOF ratio of 0.9 in the PACU corresponds to a
normalized TOF value of 0.75 (90 divided by 120). If
AMG-derived TOF values are approximately 10% higher
than MMG values, an AMG TOF measurement of at least
1.0 therefore should be achieved to exclude significant
muscle weakness.56 However, because significant variability in baseline TOF measurements (0.95–1.47) has been
reported with AMG,57 a TOF ratio of 1.0 at the conclusion
of an anesthetic does not reliably exclude the possibility of
incomplete neuromuscular recovery. Results obtained by
AMG (as well as PMG) may also be influenced by an
increase in the amplitude (strength) of muscle contraction
in response to repetitive stimulation. This phenomenon,
4 known as the “staircase effect,” may significantly affect the
monitoring of neuromuscular transmission (single twitch
but not TOF) at some peripheral muscle groups but may
not be present at other muscle groups such as the corrugator supercilii.44,58 The accuracy of AMG-derived TOF
values in awake postoperative patients has also been
questioned; paired measurements in the PACU were discordant in 24% of patients.59 A recent systematic review
examined the evidence supporting the use of AMG in
clinical practice and research.49 The authors concluded that
AMG could not be used interchangeably with MMG or
EMG for construction of dose-response relationships or for
pharmacodynamic studies. However, there was strong
evidence that AMG improved detection of residual neuromuscular blockade, and that it was more sensitive than
clinical tests or subjective evaluation of evoked responses in
detecting residual paralysis. Available evidence suggests
that AMG can reliably detect a full range of TOF ratios.

Phonomyography	
  (PMG)	
  
	
  
Sensor:	
  High-‐fidelity	
  narrow-‐bandwidth	
  microphone	
  placed	
  
alongside	
  muscle	
  
	
  
Measures:	
  Sound	
  intensity	
  
	
  
Low	
  clinical	
  use	
  and	
  unclear	
  future	
  

Accerelomyography	
  (AMG)	
  
	
  
Sensor:	
  Piezoelectric	
  crystal	
  
	
  
Measures:	
  Acceleration	
  of	
  muscle	
  (which	
  generates	
  voltage	
  in	
  
crystal)	
  
	
  
Reliably	
  detects	
  TOF	
  ratios	
  
	
   Can	
  overestimate	
  compared	
  to	
  EMG	
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Figure 4. Example of acceleromyograph (AMG). The thumb movement in response to ulnar nerve stimulation is sensed by the
piezoelectric sensor that is fixed to the thumb via the thumb adapter,
and the acceleration (which is proportional to the force of muscle
contraction) is sensed by the interfaced monitor. The current amplitude is displayed by the AMG monitor (60 mA on the screen). To
improve the consistency of responses, the piezoelectric sensor is
fixed to the thumb, which is placed under slight tension (200 –300 g,
“preload”) by the thumb adapter.

PRACTICAL NERVE STIMULATOR TIPS
(Schering-Plough Corp., Kenilworth, NJ). It is avail-

able in 3 models: (1) TOF-Watch, (2) TOF-Watch S,
With
multiple
site
and method of neuromuscular monitoring, the question becomes which
and (3)
TOF-Watch SXoptions
(Fig. 4). Onlyfor
the latter
model,
is designed for research, will display a TOF
sitewhich
is!1.00.
bestThefor
depth
of paralysis. Two sites are commonly utilized, each having its own
ratio
other establishing
2 units (which are used
clinically much more widely) use a modified algorithm
advantages.
Measurment
at
the
adductor
pollicis correlates well with the tone in the upper airway and
designed for clinical use. As with MMG, the appli4 AMG
cation of
an elastic preload to the
thumb during
upper
oesophageal
muscles
.
The
muscles
around the eye (orbicularis oculi and corrugator supercilii)
monitoring will increase its precision.
recover
earlyclinical
(much
the diaphragm),
and a TOFC of four here is often correlated with a TOFC of
Three randomized
trials like
have examined
the
effect of intraoperative AMG monitoring on the incidence
two or less at the adductor pollicis .
of postoperative residual neuromuscular blockade. In the
48

49,50

first investigation, 40 surgical patients received pancuronium and were randomized to receive AMG monitoring or
no neuromuscular monitoring (clinical criteria were used to
determine dosing and adequacy of reversal).51 The incidence of residual neuromuscular blockade (defined as a
TOF ratio "0.7 measured with MMG) was significantly
lower in the AMG group (5.3%) than in the group without
monitoring (50%), and the number of patients with clinical
signs of muscle weakness after tracheal extubation was
reduced by AMG monitoring.51 Using a similar study
design, Gätke et al.52 examined the effect of AMG monitoring on the incidence of residual paralysis in 120 patients
given an intermediate-acting NMBD. Postoperative MMG
TOF ratios "0.8 were observed in only 3% of patients in the
AMG group, compared with 16.7% of patients receiving no
intraoperative monitoring. In the largest investigation, 185
patients were randomized to intraoperative AMG monitoring (AMG group) or qualitative TOF monitoring (TOF
Nomenclature of Monitoring Equipment
group).53 A lower frequency of residual neuromuscular
In addition to the multiple technologies available for monitoring of evoked neuromuscular responses (MMG, AMG,
blockade in the PACU (TOF ratio !0.9) was observed in the
EMG, KMG, and PMG), there is additional inconsistency
AMG group (4.5%) compared with the conventional, qualiregarding the nomenclature of the neuromuscular monitortative (subjective) TOF group (30.0%, P " 0.0001). In
ing devices 26/08/2013
that are used clinically. For instance, “nerve
addition,
during
transport
to the PACU
and during the first Blockade,
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Table 5: Common sites of peripheral nerve stimulation
(photos courtesy of Dr Sorin J Brull, MD)

	
  
DIAGRAM	
  

NOTES	
  
Nerve:	
  Ulnar	
  nerve	
  
	
  
Muscle:	
  Adductor	
  pollicis	
  
	
  
Action:	
  Thumb	
  adduction	
  
	
  
Black:	
  1-‐2cm	
  proximal	
  to	
  wrist	
  crease	
  
Red:	
  2-‐3cm	
  proximal	
  to	
  black	
  
Nerve:	
  Facial	
  nerve	
  
	
  
Muscle:	
  Orbicularis	
  oculi	
  and	
  Corrugator	
  
supercilii	
  
	
  
Action:	
  Twitching	
  of	
  eyelid	
  and	
  eyebrow	
  
	
  
Black:	
  Just	
  anterior	
  to	
  tragus	
  
Red:	
  Lateral	
  to	
  outer	
  canthus	
  of	
  eye
Nerve:	
  Posterior	
  tibial	
  nerve	
  (sural	
  nerve)	
  
	
  
Muscle:	
  Flexor	
  hallicus	
  brevis	
  
	
  
Action:	
  Plantar	
  flexion	
  of	
  great	
  toe	
  
	
  
Black:	
  Over	
  posterior	
  aspect	
  of	
  medial	
  malleolus,	
  
over	
  posterior	
  tibial	
  artery	
  
Red:	
  2-‐3cm	
  proximal	
  to	
  black	
  

Placement of electrodes is also an important aspect of accurate and successful neuromuscular
monitoring. The electrodes should be placed over the path of the peripheral nerve. The negative
(black) electrode is the active stimulating electrode, and the most effective stimulation is obtained
when placed closest to the muscle terminus. The positive (red) electrode is placed 2cm proximally.
The sites should be clean, dry, and shaved. A supramaximal stimulus of 60mA should be used.

	
  
REVERSAL AGENT
It is good practice to always consider giving a reversal agent, unless there is objective neuromuscular
monitoring demonstrating a TOF >0.9 (giving neostigmine to fully recovered patients may decrease
upper airway muscle activity and tidal volume)2. Presently, anticholinesterases are one of the most
common techniques for reversing neuromuscular blockade – neostigmine, pyridostigmine,
edrophonium. It should be noted that there is a great deal of variability in the time to onset and
duration of neostigmine reversal. Given given after TOFC of two, the average time to adequate
reversal is 15 minutes, with some patients still demonstrating residual neuromuscular blockade
(TOF<0.9) after 30 minutes!2
Adequate spontaneous recovery of train of four count should be established BEFORE giving reversal.
When using anaesthetic techniques that do not potentiate neuromuscular blockers, eg. TIVA, a
minimum TOFC of 2 should be established. When using anaesthetic techniques that do potentiate
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neuromuscular blockers, eg. inhalational volatiles, a TOFC of 4 should be established. This is to
ensure adequate antagonism by the reversal agent of the additional depth of neuromuscular blockade.
It is important to remember the estimated physiological correlations with TOF:
Table 5: Train of four count and physiological correlation	
  
Train	
  of	
  four	
  count	
  
%	
  neuromuscular	
  blockade	
  	
  
at	
  muscle	
  
4	
  
0	
  –	
  75%	
  
3	
  
75%	
  
2	
  
80%	
  
1	
  
90%	
  
0	
  
100%	
  

	
  

Suggestions for neuromuscular reversal in clinical practice2.	
  
Reversal with subjective neuromuscular monitoring	
  
- TOFC 1 or zero = delay reversal
- TOFC 2 or 3 = give reversal
- TOFC 4 with fade = give reversal
- TOFC 4 with no perceived fade = give reversal, consider low dose (20 µg/kg) neostigmine
- TOFC 4 and >0.9 = withhold reversal
	
  
Reversal with objective neuromuscular monitoring	
  
- TOFC 0 or 1 = delay reversal
- TOFC 2 or 3 = give reversal
- TOFC 4 with < 0.4 = give reversal
- TOFC 4 with 0.4-0.9 = give reversal, consider low dose neostigmine
- TOFC 4 and >0.9 = withhold reversal
	
  
Reversal guidelines with clinical neuromuscular monitoring
- Only consider reversal when spontaneous muscle activity is present
- Remember that clinical tests of adequate reversal are unreliable indicators of neuromuscular
blockade

	
  
	
  
NEUROMUSCULAR BLOCKERS (NMB)

It is worth making note of the factors that have been shown to contribute to residual neuromuscular
blockade
1.
2.
3.
4.

Use of NMBs. They should only be used when indicated.
Dose. High dose NMB (3-4 ED95) used for modified rapid sequence inductions, will prolong
the duration (50-300%) of blockade compared with normal-dose (1-2 ED95)1. Dosing should
also always be individualized to the patient and surgical necessity.
Type. The use of long acting NMB (such as pancuronium) is associated with a 3-fold higher
risk of TOF<0.7 in the post-operative period3. Intermediate acting NMB (such as rocuronium
and vecuronium) should be preferred when feasible.
Depth. Routine maintenance of deep intra-operative paralysis (TOFC zero and PTC 0-5) is
associated with residual neuromuscular blockade3.

Special attention to appropriate NMB use must be taken with patients at high risk: those with
neuromuscular disease, respiratory disease, sleep apnoea, the elderly, and the obese3.
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TREATMENT OF RESIDUAL NEUROMUSCULAR BLOCKADE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

ABC. Basic resuscitation is the foundation on which the following steps are to be considered:
support the patient’s airway, breathing, and circulation.
Rule out other potential causes. Is this really residual neuromuscular blockade? Check nerve
stimulator, use a different nerve-muscle combination.
Consider giving reversal. In some institutions, it is still not routine for reversal to be used,
largely due to concerns of cholinergic symptoms of nausea and bradycardia with
cholinesterase inhibition.
Wait. Have you given enough time for the reversal to have effect? Is the patient stable enough
to tolerate watchful waiting.
Consider giving additional reversal. Note however, that if there is already complete
inhibition of acetylcholinesterase, giving further neostigmine will not serve any useful
purpose.
Treat potentiating factors. Many factors prolong neuromuscular blockade, such as
inhalational agents, opioids, acidosis, hypothermia, hypercarbia, hypoxia.
Consider alternative methods of reversal (Sugammadex if available) (see below).

	
  
	
  
SUGAMMADEX
Sugammadex is a modified gamma-cyclodextrin (ie. cyclic sugar) that has recently become available
throughout numerous countries and is being trialled for approval in many others. Chemically, it has a
hydrophilic periphery and a negatively charged lipophilic core that selectively binds aminosteroid
NMB (rocuronium > vecuronium >> pancuronium). It is unique as an SRBA (selective relaxant
binding agent) and at 2mg/kg, when given at TOFC 2, will reliably produce TOF >0.9 in 2 minutes.
There is no biotransformation and elimination is by renal excretion only.
Its availability and cost are factors limiting more widespread use of this drug at present, but its
potential to rapidly reduce neuromuscular blockade and concomitantly reduce the incidence of residual
blockade make it an important pharmacological agent to be familiar with.

IMPORTANT POINTS 	
  
Residual neuromuscular blockade is a common problem. Although usually well tolerated, there can be
serious consequences. The use of objective neuromuscular monitoring should be routine. Clinical
knowledge of neuromuscular blockers and reversal agents should be an essential component of any
perioperative provider. Clinicians should familiarise themselves with the necessary steps in treating
residual neuromuscular blockade.
	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

•
•
•
•
•

Be aware that a significant number of patients currently
have residual neuromuscular blockade
TOF ratios up to 0.9 have been associated with increased
morbidity.
Be familiar with how to appropriately use and monitor
neuromuscular blockers
Remember the pharmacokinetics and dynamics behind the
commonly used reversal agents
Be alert to, and ready to treat, residual neuromuscular
blockade
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
	
  
1.

Which of the following is most reliable in assessment of residual neuromuscular blockade?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Incorrect. TOF <0.9 constitutes residual neuromuscular blockade.
Correct. TOF >0.9 constitutes adequate reversal of neuromuscular blockade
Incorrect. Clinical signs are very variable.
Incorrect. Patient symptoms are very variable.

1.

When monitoring the adductor pollicis muscle, which statements are correct?
a. Incorrect. The ulnar nerve is being stimulated.
b. Correct. The positive (red/white) electrode should be placed proximally on the
forearm
c. Correct. It is more accurate to use tactile assessment for twitches and fade
d. Incorrect. The diaphragm recovers earlier.

2.

Select true or false for these statements
a. False. Long-acting NMB are high risk for residual neuromuscular blockade
b. False. Use of neostigmine at TOF >0.9 can decrease upper airway muscle activity
c. True. Sugammadex offers markedly superior reversal.
d. False. Residual neuromuscular blockade is a very common problem, and although
serious consequences are uncommon, they can be fatal.
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